ROUND 1

10h00-12h00
The year is 2022. The elected government for the next 4 years is organizing a session/meeting to discuss how to improve adaptive capacity in the mountain region for the following years. This first meeting also aims to prepare a regional meeting where the 5 countries of the Tamlar range will have to prepare positions for the political delegation that will elaborate a REGIONAL INSTRUMENTS in Rounds 2 and 3.

INTRODUCTION - 15’

- Recall the key features of the country: resources, budget, energy profile and develop the first postulates on the strengths and weaknesses of the country
- Go through the assets and analyze their direct impacts on your country’s resources

CONSULTATION - 25’

- Define key goals and objectives for the country and its collaboration in the region for the long term and decide on immediate investments
- Restructure agriculture -if desired (20% can be redistributed)
- Buy the first assets from the bank in each country

as a coach, you are the bank here
EVENT - 5’
An unforeseen event occurs in your country. It has consequences beyond your control and impacts various areas of your economy and society.

- Draw a card at random from 3 cards.
- Discover the immediate impacts on your country’s resources

COACH:
- GIVES resource tokens
- ADJUSTS adaptive capacity (and ENERGY profile if necessary)
- ASKS participant to withdraw resource tokens

CONSULTATION - 10’
- Discuss for 10 minutes consequences of this event
- Check or adjust the investment strategy, which may change according to recent events

COACH reads flashnews coming from other countries

FLASH NEWS coming in from other countries

TRANSMIT to HQ which card has been drawn

t3 event card impact
PREPARE REGIONAL MARKET – 10’

- Prepare for sale (if needed)
- Prepare second round of national purchases

Sales are at half the purchase price

Sales and purchases are decided here, but are implemented (with impact on resources) at the end of the MARKET

DELEGATE: ECONOMIC DELEGATION

- Delegate 1-2 members from your country to the REGIONAL MARKET
- Determine his/her role in your country (government, local representative, ...)
- Determine his/her mandate: what will he/she negotiate, what will he/she propose to buy as regional assets, what strategy will your country pursue.

use REGIONAL MARKET

Countries can decide whether the delegates have full authority

how much money they can invest

if they have to come back and chat with the group

(they may also set up a WhatsApp group)
COUNTRY ROOM – 20’

The team members who remain in the room prepare for the REGIONAL INSTRUMENT.

The objective is to build a regional governance instrument to increase the adaptive capacity of mountain regions to climate change.

▷ Discussion about what kind of instrument they want to develop for a cross-border governance tool, and what are their priorities

In this first round, the first dimensions are addressed

use 7 DIMENSIONS

use INSTRUMENT

Possible return of delegates to validate new investments to make the purchase of regional assets possible

PLENARY ROOM – 20’

REGIONAL MARKET

▷ Delegates present in 2 minutes the priorities and strategy of his/her country.

use REGIONAL MARKET

▷ Delegates can decide to buy or sell national assets

▷ They jointly purchase regional assets and/or plan purchases for future rounds

use REGIONAL ASSET

If prerequisite for purchasing regional assets are not met, delegates can return to their country to decide together whether they are prepared to make the necessary investments to purchase a regional asset.
Delegate return home and report on regional market

The team briefs the delegates on the first draft of the regional instrument.

You assess your assets, your resources and your monetary reserve at this stage.
ROUND 2

13h30-15h15
The year is 2026.
The budget for the next 4 years has just been approved by the parliament and the money has been allocated to your monetary reserve. Impacts may also be seen on CROPS and GRAPES and on the ENERGY PROFILE, depending on regional asset purchases in Round 1.

**BIG EVENT – 10’**

- A major event affects all countries in the TAMLAR RANGE.
- You receive a presidential brief that shows how resources and monetary reserve have been impacted.

You receive a **PRESIDENTIAL BRIEF**

- You return to your country and remove/add the impacted resources.

**COACH:**
- **GIVES** resource tokens and
- **ASKS** participants to withdraw resource tokens
CONSULTATION – 20’

- In consultation with your country, decide which assets to purchase
  use MATRIX

- Strengthen the national strategy for the long term and decide on immediate investments

- Restructure agriculture (max 20% can be moved)

- Buy national assets from the bank in each country

as a coach, you are the bank here

t9 restructure agriculture

t10 national asset purchase 1

SEND picture or information to HQ
An unforeseen event occurs in your country. It has consequences beyond your control and impacts various areas of your economy and society.

- Draw a card at random from 3 cards.
- Discover the immediate impacts on your country's resources and adaptive capacity

**COACH:**
- **GIVES** resource tokens
- **ADJUSTS** adaptive capacity
- **ASKS** participant to withdraw resource tokens

**CONSULTATION - 10’**

- Discuss for 10 minutes the consequences of this event
- Check or adjust the investment strategy, which may change according to recent events

**FLASH NEWS**
- Transmit to HQ which card has been drawn
- Coming in from other countries
ROUND 2

PREPARE REGIONAL MARKET
and INSTRUMENT FORUM – 10’

› Prepare for sale (if needed)
› Prepare second round of national purchases

Sales are at half the purchase price

Sales and purchases are decided here, but are implemented (with impact on resources) at the end of the MARKET

DELEGATE: ECONOMIC DELEGATION:

› Prepare with your delegate(s) for the second REGIONAL MARKET
› Re-define his/her role in your country (government, local representative, ...)
› Re-define his/her mandate: what will he/she negotiate, what will he/she propose to buy as regional assets, what strategy will your country pursue.

use REGIONAL MARKET

Countries can decide whether the delegates have full authority

how much money they can invest

if they have to come back and chat with the group

DELEGATE: POLITICAL DELEGATION

› Delegate a member (or more) from your country to the POLITICAL FORUM to elaborate a REGIONAL INSTRUMENT
› Determine his/her role in your country (government, local representative, ...)
› Determine his/her mandate and decision-making autonomy

use INSTRUMENT
use 7 DIMENSIONS
ROUND 2

PLENARY ROOM – 20’

REGIONAL MARKET

Delegate present in 2 minutes their priorities and strategy

- Delegates can purchase or sell national assets
- They jointly purchase regional assets and/or plan purchases for future rounds

POLITICAL FORUM – 20’

First meeting of delegates at the POLITICAL FORUM.

- Delegates present in 2 minutes the priorities and stakes for the regional governance instrument
- Discussion and development of the first part of a draft

COUNTRY ROOM – 20’

The team members who remain in the room prepare the second part of the REGIONAL INSTRUMENT:

- They address the next dimensions to elaborate a regional governance instrument
- They define their priorities and strategy

In this second round, the next dimensions are addressed

E-MAIL ALERT (sound) inviting delegates to the plenary

T12 national asset sale
T13 national asset purchase 2
T14 regional asset purchase 2

ROUND 2
Delegate returns home and report on regional forum and on regional market.

The team briefs the delegates on the second part of the regional instrument.

You assess your assets, your resources, your adaptive capacity and your monetary reserve at this stage.

DEBRIEFING – 20’

COUNTRY ROOM

PLENARY ROOM

ROUND 2
ROUND 3

15h30-17h15
The year is 2030.
The budget for the next 4 years has just been approved by the parliament and the money has been allocated to your monetary reserve.

**BIG EVENT – 10’**

- A major event affects all countries in the TAMAR RANGE.
- You receive a presidential brief that shows how your resources have been impacted.
  
  **You receive a PRESIDENTIAL BRIEF**

- You return to your country and remove/add the impacted resources.

**COACH:**
- **GIVES** resource tokens and
- **ASKS** participants to withdraw resource tokens
CONSULTATION – 20’

- In consultation with your country, decide which assets to purchase
  
  use **MATRIX**

- Strengthen the national strategy for the long term and decide on immediate investments

- Restructure agriculture (max 20% can be moved)

- Buy **national assets** from the bank in each country

  as a coach, you are the bank here

---

20 minutes
COUNTRY ROOM

---

t17
restructure agriculture

t18
national asset purchase 1

SEND picture or information to HQ
EVENT – 5’

An unforeseen event occurs in your country. It has consequences beyond your control and impacts various areas of your economy and society.

- Draw a card at random from 3 cards.
- Discover the immediate impacts on your country’s resources and adaptive capacity

COACH:
- GIVES resource tokens
- ADJUSTS adaptive capacity
- ASKS participant to withdraw resource tokens

CONSULTATION – 10’

- Discuss for 10 minutes the consequences of this event
- Check or adjust the investment strategy, which may change according to recent events

COACH reads flashnews coming from other countries

EVT

event card
impact

t19
transmit to HQ which card has been drawn

FLASH NEWS coming in from other countries
PREPARE REGIONAL MARKET
and POLITICAL FORUM – 10’

- Prepare for sale (if needed)
- Prepare next round of national purchases

Sales are at half the purchase price
Sales and buy occur during MARKET

DELEGATE: ECONOMIC DELEGATION

- Prepare with your delegate(s) for the third REGIONAL MARKET
- Re-define his/her role in your country (government, local representative, ...)
- Re-define his/her mandate: what will he/she negotiate, what will he/she propose to buy as regional assets, what strategy will your country pursue.

use REGIONAL MARKET
Countries can decide whether the delegates have full authority
how much money they can invest
if they have to come back and chat with the group

DELEGATE: POLITICAL DELEGATION

- Prepare with your delegate(s) for the second POLITICAL FORUM to elaborate a REGIONAL INSTRUMENT.
- Determine his/her role in your country (government, local representative, ...)
- Determine his/her mandate and decision-making autonomy

use INSTRUMENT
use 7 DIMENSIONS
PLENARY ROOM – 20’

REGIONAL MARKET

- Delegates present in 2 minutes their priorities and strategy.

  use REGIONAL MARKET

- Delegates can buy or sell national assets
- They jointly purchase regional assets and/or plan purchases for future rounds

  use REGIONAL ASSET

If prerequisite for purchasing regional assets are not met, delegates can return to their country to decide together whether they are prepared to make the necessary investments to purchase a regional asset

POLITICAL FORUM

Second meeting of delegates for the REGIONAL INSTRUMENT.

The instrument must be finalized during this forum.

- Delegates present in 2 minutes the priorities and stakes for the regional governance instrument
- Discussion and development of the final part of the instrument

COUNTRY ROOM – 20’

The team members who remain in the room prepare the press conference

E-MAIL ALERT (sound) inviting delegates to the plenary

t20 national asset sale
t21 national asset purchase 2
t22 regional asset purchase
REPORTING – 10’

 Delegate returns home and report on regional forum and on regional market

 You brief him/her on the first draft of your regional instrument.

 You assess your assets, your resources and your monetary reserve at this stage

LAST BASELINE ADJUSTMENT

DEBRIEFING – 20’

10 minutes

COUNTRY ROOM

20 minutes

PLENARY ROOM

t23

last baseline adjustment (read only)